“GIVE ME A 5” Red Stag hunting in Hungary
(no limit Red Stag hunting)
Package cost: $ 19.500 / 2 hunters
6 night / 5 hunting day - including 5 no limit Red Stag
September 01 - January 31

Highlights:
We offer this package for good hunting buddies who use to travel and hunt together to share
the adventure and experience with no stressed of trophy fee scales. This opportunity suitable
for a lifetime memory father and son/ daughter or husband and wife couples as well. The
package includes 5 stag with no trophy size limit during the 5 days hunt within free range or
private estate conditions.
The hunt is taking Hungary’s one of the most breathtaking and diverse region in the Vertes
mountains, about 60 km northwest from Budapest only. The hunting ground is approximately
50.000 acres free range and a 2.500 acres private high-fenced estate, variety of opened
meadows, declivous hills and steeper mountaintops, with wide variety of forests (80 %) and
agricultural fields (20 %). The hunting area is the home of the densest Red deer population in
Hungary. Thanks to the territory’s unique location and habitat, the excellent wild game
management and game population, our guests can hunt among all the big game species what
Hungary’s fauna has to offer, while multiple shooting options may arise.

Hunting:
Stalking and high-seat hunt. We are using 4x4 pickup trucks for reaching the actually most
wild game frequented areas, then stalk or set up on high-seats based on what is the best
hunting technique for the given species and season.
Earlier the season we usually hunt in the morning and late afternoon hours, taking a break in
between, while later on the season we hunt all day weather depending and having a packed
lunch out there. We adjust the daily routine to the daylight, weather conditions and our
hunters’ preferences.
We show our respect for the game and congratulate to hunters traditionally, then celebrate the
success in an old-fashioned way as centuries before.
Physical hardness of this hunt: 2-5/ 10
Recommended calibers: 7x64, 30.06, 300 WM, 338, 8x57, 8x68, 9.3x62
Expected shooting distance: 50-200 m.

Accommodation:
Our 3 star hunting lodges provide quality accommodations, relaxing environment, genuine
hospitality, abundant home-made food and attentive service.
On request, we can arrange high-end accommodation in reachable distance from the hunting
areas, such castles, chateaus, Spa or Wine hotels if possible.

The hunting package includes:
- 5 Red stag license and trophy fees
- 6 night full board accommodation
- 5 hunting day, 1/1 guiding
- 4x4 usage, transportation
- Airport transfer
- Hunting license, insurance
- English speaking assistance
- Trophy cleaning, scoring
Extras:
- travel to and from Budapest
- extra hunting days: $ 300 / day
- trophy upgrades, extra animals’ harvest fees
- gun rental: $ 50 / day + ammo
- caping services, game meat
- non hunter fee: $ 200 / day
- trophy transportation, shipping, customs, documentation
- taxidermy
- single room charge, hotel costs before and after hunting
- alcoholic drink, gratuities
Hunting upgrades and combinations:
Exceeding this package there is the opportunity for harvesting other big game species if
considered, the upgrades are payable by the hunting area’s price list.
Available species: Fallow buck, Mouflon ram, Wild boar and predators or any other European
species based on logistics and season overlaps.

The hunt can be topped with small game hunting or bird shooting, and cull hunting on add
days, please ask for details!
We encourage our guests to extend their trip with a few days sightseeing and country tours to
see our cultural heritage, architecture, historical sites, and other touristic attractions. We are
happy to help in logistics and guidance, please ask for details!

We are here to help our clients plan and guide their hunting trips. Book your hunt with us for
the majestic King of the Forest, the Red Stag!

Contact:

Laszlo Albert

+1 709 769-5444

passionandprey@gmail.com

